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Supernova remnants (SNRs) are central to the overall cycle of star
formation and evolution, depositing both energy and processed
stellar ejecta back into the ISM of a galaxy. On the largest scales,
the ensemble of SNRs in a galaxy thus becomes integral to the
evolution of a galaxy as a whole. We report key results from a
multi-year, multi-wavelength campaign to identify and characterize
the SNR populations in nearby galaxies M33, M83, and NGC 6946
(see Table 1), using observational techniques as diverse as ground-
based imaging and spectroscopy, HST optical and near IR imaging
in emission line and continuum bands, deep Chandra and XMM-
Newton X-ray imaging surveys, and deep radio multi-frequency
observations (to separate photoionized and non-thermal sources).

M33 is the closest, so SNR morphologies and diameters are revealed
even at ground-based resolution, but the large angular size of M33
makes surveys challenging. Despite its proximity, no ejecta-
dominated or Crab Nebula-like SNRs have been identified in M33.
M83 (4.6 Mpc) and NGC 6946 (6.7 Mpc) are both star-forming
spiral galaxies that have hosted record numbers of historical SNe,
and are close enough that HST resolution provides diameter
estimates and morphology information for many of the SNRs.
Despite numerous small-diameter (<20 pc) SNRs, only two objects
in each galaxy show very broad lines. Thus, we find a paucity of
young ejecta-dominated SNRs which may be due to very rapid
evolution of most core-collapse SNe into an ISM-dominated state.

We have used HST multi-band stellar photometry of stars adjacent
to over 200 SNRs in M83 to constrain the progenitor masses of core
collapse SNe and compare the results with M31 and M33.
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(Above) An image of M33 from the 0.6 m Burrell Schmidt
telescope at KPNO, with the positions of the SNRs and
SNR candidates indicated as follows: blue/white circles
indicate objects that appear in both the L10 and LL14
catalogs; red circles are ones that appear only in L10; and
yellow/black circles are ones that appear only in LL14. The
field size is 44′ × 60′, oriented north up, east left.

(left) Locations of M83 SNRs color-coded by the progenitor masses inferred from their local stellar populations are
overplotted on a continuum-subtracted Hα image from the Magellan telescope (Blair et al. 2012) Colored circles
indicate: red = >20 M⊙; orange = 16-20 M⊙; green = 12-16 M⊙; blue = <12 M⊙. SNRs with no local young
population (Type Ia candidates) are plotted as open yellow squares. Slightly larger circles show positions of historical
SNe for which we derived progenitor masses. (right) A histogram of progenitor masses. The M83 sample has many
more SNRs with measurements at masses >10 M⊙ but is not as dominated by the lowest mass bin. M83 also has a
significant tail to higher masses, with a number of bona fide progenitor masses in excess of 30 M⊙. The cutoff at
lower masses was actually measured for the M31+M33 sample (Díaz-Rodríguez et al. 2018), but was assumed for this
work on M83. From Williams et al. (2019). Progenitor masses have not yet been derived for NGC 6946.

(Above) A Venn diagram for M33 SNRs (where our overall
data are most complete) showing the number of SNRs that
have been detected in various wavelength bands and
combinations thereof. For this comparison, the optical SNRs
must have a spectrum showing that the ratio [S II]:Hα ≥ 0.4.
Optical SNR candidates for which no spectra have been
obtained or for which spectra failed to confirm a high ratio
could still align with a radio or X-ray source. These account
for the sources shown as X-ray, radio, or radio–X-ray only.
There are an additional 20 optical SNR candidates from
imaging surveys that have no confirming optical spectra and
no radio or X-ray emission. (From White et al. 2019; see also
White et al., this conference.)

(Above) Optical, X-ray, and radio overviews for M83 showing the WFC3 UVIS fields in projection (in yellow). The optical (left) is from our Magellan IMACS data (Blair et al. 2012),
showing Ha (red), V (green) and U (blue). SNRs are shown with green dots and historical SN positions are shown in red. The middle panel shows a color representation of our 729 ks
Chandra data set (Long et al. 2014), where red is soft (0.35 – 1.1 keV), green is medium (1.1 – 2.6 keV), and blue is hard (2.6 – 8 keV) X-ray emission. The right panel shows 109
ATCA radio sources, which are mainly associated with the spiral arms. Radio sources coincident with Chandra X-ray sources are shown in red, ones coincident with optical SNRs from
Blair et al. (2012) are shown in yellow, and the remaining sources in white. (From Long et al. (2014).)

(Left) A hardness-ratio plot of the sources
detected in M83, with different subsets
high-lighted in the different panels. The
soft (S), medium (M) and hard (H) bands
correspond to energies of 0.35-1.1 keV,
1.1-2.6 keV and 2.6-8 keV, respectively.
Sources shown in blue (upper left panel)
denote ones within the D25 ellipse, while
those in green (upper right) denote ones
outside D25. Sources shown in red (lower
left) coincide in position with SNRs and
SNR candidates reported by Blair et al.
(2012). The black filled circles (lower
right) denote sources in the nuclear region,
within 0.5 kpc of M83’s center. Some of
these nuclear-region sources are relatively
hard, typical of X-ray binaries, while
others are quite soft, consistent with what
one might expect from SNRs.
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(Above) Image of NGC6946 in Hα. Green circles indicate the positions of SNRs
and candidates from MF97; blue circles indicate the positions of our new [S II]-
selected candidates; yellow circles indicate the positions of historical SNe. The
red squares denote those objects for which we obtained GMOS spectra.

(Above) Spectroscopic [S II]:Hα ratios for SNRs in the three galaxies as a function of galactic radius. All three show a tendency toward higher
values of the ratio at smaller GCD, but also show confusion near the normally used ratio of 0.4 that typically discriminates between shock heated
and photoionized nebulae. The confusion problem gets worse at lower surface brightness.

(Below) A five-panel figure showing a 30’’ region of M83 containing
4 SNRs. Optical/NIR data from HST, plus Chandra and ATCA data
are shown to scale. Note how the SNRs stand out particularly well in
[Fe II] 1.64 um; some of the objects are visible in X-ray and radio as
well. Even at 4.6 Mpc, some of the objects show structure in HST
data and accurate diameters can be measured.

Summary

(Above) Two comparisons of the SNR diameter distributions for our three galaxies.
Left: Histograms of the size distributions in each of the three individual galaxies;

right: The same data, but now the SNRs in the three galaxies have been summed in each
bin. These highlight the fact that M83 contains many more small-diameter SNRs than
M33, and (somewhat unexpectedly) also than NGC 6946. Note that for this comparison,
only NGC 6946 SNRs within the region observed with HST are included, so small
diameter SNRs should have been seen if present. Our assessment for NGC 6946 is
preliminary as the HST data were just recently acquired.

(Two panels to left) Observed line ratios
for SNRs in our three galaxies are
compared with shock model grids from
Allen et al. (2008), using the Mappings
III program. The black, green, and blue
meshes correspond to shock models with
a range of shock velocities and pre-shock
magnetic fields, and with metallicities
corresponding to the SMC, LMC, and
Milky Way, respectively. The offsets in
mean abundances are clearly discerned.


